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Within the marketing and communications industry, he is considered the pioneer and chief architect of the emerging Total 
Market business vertical.  Jeffrey is the foremost global thought leader and practitioner in helping brands increase their value 
and prepare their enterprise organization for the new marketplace.   
 
Launched September 2013, the Cross-Cultural Marketing and Communications Association (The CCMCA) purpose is to 
provide Total Market Enterprise™ (TME) and cross-cultural marketplace awareness, training, education and certification for 
brands, enterprise organizations, government and educational institutions. 
  
Since the launch of the Association, Jeffrey’s developed two marketing and communications industry firsts.  The Total Market 
Enterprise™ (TME) framework and in partnership with David Burgos of Millward Brown they’ve developed the Brand Cross-
Cultural Index (BCCI) Powered by BrandZ™.  The TME framework accesses the readiness of large enterprise organizations 
for the new marketplace.  The BCCI within the United States ranks brands based on how they appeal to the “Total Market” 
(Whites, Hispanics, Blacks and Asians).  The CCMCA currently has 84 members across three countries. 
 
What led him to launch the marketing and communications global association? At his day job, Jeffrey leads the Cross-Cultural 
Practice at one of the world’s largest communications and advertising agencies, Ogilvy & Mather.   When forming the Cross-
Cultural Practice, he was met with barriers from “general market” and “multicultural” marketing, procurement and brand 
organizations.  Given the growth of the new “general market”, he felt it was necessary to reframe the industry based on the new 
marketplace (minorities become the majority). 
 
In partnership with the Chairman and CEO of Ogilvy & Mather North America, and the Chief Diversity Officer of Ogilvy & 
Mather North America, they’ve created a new communications model that serves as a bridge between the general market and 
multicultural marketing communications models: a “Total Market” communications model. This model has been celebrated in 
The New York Times, Advertising Age and The Economist because it tackles Talent, Diversity and Inclusion, General Market 
versus Multicultural and Supplier/Partner Diversity issues within the advertising industry. 
 
Since its launch in 2011, the Cross-Cultural Practice has nabbed global brands Kodak, IKEA, British Airways, British 
Petroleum (BP), Bobbi Brown, MetLife, Coca-Cola and Unilever. The practice has delivered more than $5.0MM in consulting 
and new business revenues to North America since launching. 
 
After two years of landing in the advertising industry, Jeffrey challenged the advertising industry and how brands addressed the 
needs of the “Total Market”.  October 2012, Jeffrey authored The Cross-Cultural Report.  He made the business and creative 
case for why brands and government leaders need to shift their business model and brand strategy to capture the hearts and 
minds of "The New General Market." The report introduces proprietary Cross-Cultural Territories and also provides a break-
through approach to increasing the value of a brand through the lens of the Cross-Cultural Matrix. 
 
Prior to trading in his suit and tie for jeans, Jeffrey spent more than 15 years on the client side.  First starting from the back of a 
Pepsi-Cola truck learning from the ground floor about shopper/trade marketing and retail sales across multiple channels of 
distribution and classes of trade.  After graduating from business school in 1998, he went on to actively build some of the 
world’s largest brands using both traditional marketing and digital marketing communications within the beverage 
(MillerCoors), manufacturing (Whirlpool), technology (Dell, Inc.) and retail (Sears Holding Company) industries. 
 
When Jeffrey is not working, he enjoys public speaking and spending time with his wife and two daughters in New York City. 
Jeffrey holds an MBA in Marketing from Clark Atlanta University and a BS in Marketing from South Carolina State 
University. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


